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Best selling author of over 50 books, retired cop Loren W. Christensen asked men and women in

uniformâ€”police officers, sheriff deputies, SWAT, command, correction officers, and MPsâ€”to

convey their experiences with the paranormal. These are veteran officers that have been there and

done that, but on one occasion they were confronted with the unexplained ...Here are some of the

stories told within: Close Encounters of the Second KindVanished TrappedEyesDead Man

WalkingDead Man's CaneA Touch of ThanksThe SnitchThe WarningThe LightThe CoupleWrong

NumberGhost PrisonerTower 7Hospital MorgueCoffee and CupsThe StabberThe Faceless

MannequinWhite EagleThe Man in the WindowStrange PlaceForest Lawn CemeteryScratchesA

Sign in Twisted MetalHe Pulled The Trigger Four Times
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So when I first heard that Loren "martial arts author" Christensen was putting out a book about

ghosts and UFOs and whatnot, it was a definite, "wait... what?" moment. What I've always enjoyed



about Christensen's books are his ability to take very complex concepts (such as martial arts,

meditation, nutrition) and filter them into a simple and understandable concept. No fluff and, more

importantly, no mysticism. So this one kind of came out of blue.All that said, if you are a fan of

Christensen's other books, trust me and check this one out. Christensen takes his vast law

enforcement experience, gathers a team of folks with similar experience, and presents a collection

of stories that will both interest you and possibly even creep the daylights out of you. This is a side

of the law enforcement world you have never seen, heard of, and most likely have never even

considered.Even if you, like me, are a skeptic of ghosts and aliens and everything related, give this

a try. At worst you will be very entertained. And, who knows, maybe it will make you wonder if there

really is something lurking in the dark...

Anyone who has stared into the night knows that it stares back. Anyone who has spend time

dealing edges of humanity knows there are things beyond the edge. And like so many other things

from life out in the extremes, you can't talk about it with 'normal people.' People who live deep in the

safety of secular and modern life seldom have these kinds of experiences.

Great compilation of stories with great intros from Loren. I especially liked the personal stories

added by the author. If you are into law enforcement, ghosts, UFOs, this is a great book.

Well worth the price. Having experiencing something like a few of these myself,I feel I fit right in the

definition of a HSP, a highly sensitive person. I am very glad there professional men and women

coming forward with their experiences.Buy the book even if you are only mildly interested in

unexplained phenomena. These are not the wild ramblings of marginal people, but everyday

soldiers and police experiencing strange things while performing their duties.

This was a very interesting book! The title of the book caught my attention right away and I knew I

just had to read it as I worked in a prison for a lot of years. Each story in the book was fairly short

and held my attention. It would definitely a good read!

This book covers a lot of ground in the paranormal world and tells the stories from reliable

witnesses. It goes into ghosts and alien tales and for both it is very entertaining.As the title implies

these are stories and if the book is judged on that I should give it a 5 star rating. The tales are told

very well and put you on the scene as the stories unfold.I really enjoyed the book and when I got



going it was hard to put it down.I would definitely recommend this book if your into reading tales of

the paranormal. I'd definitely be a buyer if a 2nd book were to follow.

Thoroughly enjoyed these true stories of strange encounters with ghosts and otherworldly things.

Hats off to the brave police officers and other law enforcement / service personnel who respond to

these and all other calls to protect the public. Sometimes they get more than they bargained for.

I choose the rating due for it's real contents.. I love the real stories of everyone's life experiences. I

believe in ghosts,and other things that exists besides us. and to hear of others real experiences let's

me know that I am not the only one who has them too. Thank you for sharing yours, it is nice to see

that I am not alone... Great read, I recommend it to everyone....and I will read this one over and

over...I would love to meet the peel face to face some day, if it is ok with

them.....agerhold1968@gmail.com is my email. Thank you. August 17th, 2016.
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